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Numbers pose a difficulty for humans. Sure, some of us have more of a gift for mathematics than others, but each one of us reaches a point in our mathematical education where things become difficult. Learning your multiplication tables is difficult because the human brain never evolved to handle such advanced calculations as 17 x 32 = 544. After a certain point, our
mathematical education is largely an exercise in rejiggering poorly adapted brain circuits [source: Dehaene]. Sense of number may come naturally to us, but mathematical literacy only comes with time. Similarly, mankind's use of mathematics has grown steadily throughout the ages. Like science itself, mathematics is not a product of one mind, but rather a steady accumulation of
knowledge throughout human history. Ad Think of mathematics as a tower. Natural human height is limited, so if we are to reach higher into the air and look further across the landscape, we need to build something remotely for ourselves. Our mental abilities to understand mathematics are equally limited, so we build a large tower of numerical systems and climb up to the stars. To
break down the basic structure of this tower, let's first look at the raw materials. These are the basic types of numbers: Integer: You probably know these as whole numbers, and they come in both positive and negative forms. Integer includes the basic counting numbers (1-9), negative numbers (-1), and zero. Rational numbers include integer, but also include simple fractions that
can be expressed as a relationship between two integers. For example, 0.5 is rational because we can also write it as 1/2. Irrational numbers: These numbers cannot be written as a ratio of two integer. Pi (the ratio of the circumference of a circle to the diameter) is a classic example, as it cannot be written exactly as a ratio of two integer and is calculated to follow decimals into the
trillions. Rational and irrational numbers both fall into the category of real numbers or complex numbers. And yes, there are also imaginary numbers that exist outside the real number line, and transcendental numbers, such as pi. There are many other different types of numbers as well, and they also play a role in the structure of our tower. On the next page, we're looking at some
of the mathematics branches. With its touch controls, the iPad is a natural fit for strategy games. Here we round up the best of them. Whether you're a fan of turn-based or real-time strategy, tower defenses or rogue-like simulations, you'll find something to love in one of these great iPad games. XCOM: Enemy Within may be the first PC or console game to receive a full port to
your iPad. This is good news for strategy fans who know XCOM as one of the most beloved strategy games of the decade. Complex turn-based tactics provide an unprecedented depth of strategy, while the backdrop of an invasion offers a haunted sci-fi experience. Enemy Within is the extended version of the original Enemy Enemy It includes everything from the original, as well
as new themes and game elements. One of the most famous (and addictive) strategy games of all time, Civilization allows you to build a thriving empire that brave time, history and nature alike. The sixth edition, Civilization VI, is the first to arrive in iOS and includes an almost identical port of the PC version. Players familiar with previous editions of the game know what to expect: a
sprawling, empire-building, turn-based monstrosity that's hard to turn away from. However, first-time users may find the complexity difficult to navigate. Civilization VI comes with a hefty price tag, which is understandable given the similarity of the PC version. But you can demo the game up to 60 turns for free. Inspired by Star Trek, FTL: Faster than light is a rogue-like game, which
means there is a degree of procedurally generated randomness to each new game. With so many different ways to play the game, you will find yourself exhausting hours at the command of your own starship. If you've ever wanted to know what it feels like to command a redshirt, knowing what a redshirt means, this game is for you. First published in 2004, Rome: Total War blends
beautiful turn-based and real-time strategy with tactical control over both battles and military campaigns. Rome: Total War is one of many classics to enjoy a rebirth on iOS, losing none of the magic that made it such a great strategy game to begin with. The packages include the classic Rome: Total War, the barbarian invasion, and Alexander varieties. Each can also be purchased
separately. Civilization Revolution is an attempt to bring the Civ series back to its roots, simplifying an otherwise massive game into something both casual and hardcore strategy players can enjoy. Civilization Revolution has the same epic feel as the PC games, with hours of content, but in a simpler package. The sequel, Civilization Revolution 2, expands on this idea with new
technology to detect and devices to deploy. There's also a new way to play: scenarios, which let you right into the middle of simulated historical events. There is no doubt that Civilization VI is the ideal, super-sized version, but it also has a super-size price tag. If you're not familiar with the Civilization games, Civilization Revolution 2 is a great way to get your feet wet before jumping
into the more complex Civilization VI. Plants vs Zombies was a refreshing take on the tower defense strategy game, and the sequel remains true to its roots. It's perfect for players who like the addictive quality of strategy games without having to spend hours on a single session. The levels become more intense as you go along, and you will be able to play through different themes,
such as the Wild West and ancient Egypt. This is one of those rare occasions where if you've never played the original Plants vs Zombies, the sequel is the best place to start. The free-to-play model, in other other can swarm with in-app ads and in-app purchases are bearable here. The original is great, but you'll still have plenty of fun if you decide to play through the sequel first.
Hard to pronounce, but easy to become addicted to, rymdkapsel is perhaps the most unique game on this list. The purpose is to build a space station capable of fending off alien attacks while investigating some strange monoliths. Some people may be turned off by minimalist graphics, but these visuals still evoke an enchanting atmosphere. In many ways, Rymdkapsel is
reminiscent of the old Dungeon Keeper games, where you build a dungeon with different rooms and prepare minions to fend off invaders. It's unfortunate that the Dungeon Keeper remake went too heavy with in-app purchases, but for players who like that combination of real-time strategy and tower defense, the rymd capsule is a load of fun. Designed for fans of space space sci-
fi, Star Command gives you command of a spaceship tasked with defending planet Earth. You have strategic control over operations and ship resources and can deploy redshirts to defend the ship. In addition to redshirts, there are yellow shirts that act as engineers and blue shirts that are science officers. The retro graphics and the light-hearted take on the genre add fun to the
experience. When you maintain the ship, you will face off against enemies beaming on your ship. The only drawback of the game is the linear story, which makes it a little repetitive to play through once a little repetitive. Perhaps the best tower defense game on iPad, TowerMadness puzzles you with the critical mission to defend sheep from an invasion. Your arsenal includes a
tower that electrocutes aliens to make them run more slowly, a reinforcement tower that enhances surrounding towers, and an artillery tower that bombards enemies. TowerMadness has freeform tower defense gameplay and an excellent tutorial that will quickly get you into the game without completely boring long time tower defense nuts. For those who love a little role play in
their strategy games, Battleheart puts you in command of a lone knight, able to recruit more mercenaries as the game progresses. The intuitive swipe controls let you control the action on the screen, providing a unique hybrid RPG and real-time strategy experience. Modern Conflict has an intuitive one-touch control system that allows you to send battalions of tanks and helicopters
towards enemy bases without sweating. It's a great solution to some of the navigation issues facing other real-time strategy games. We just wish the game had fewer paywalls and ads. Great Little War Game has some familiar real-time strategy elements, but in a turn-based framework. You go around collecting gold and building troops as you would in a real-time game, but there is
a need for complex strategy and planning that is more familiar for turn-based games. The cartoon graphics to the fun, and as you progress, unlock strategy levels. Each scenario has its own goals, but most of the time you will blast enemies into the smithereens. While it's not the best strategy game for iPad, there's something to be said for sitting down to a classic risk game. This is
a great game for those who remember sitting around the table, moving army pieces around the board, and hoping your strategy of taking over Australia will guide you up in Asia and the rest of the world. The graphics are great and the game really evokes its classic origins. Origin.
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